Hair Extensions
Information
611 Wilcox St. Ste D
Castle Rock, Colorado 80104
tawnynicolehairdesign@gmail.com

Hey, Beautiful!
Ever wanted long luscious hair but can never
grow yours? Or maybe your hair is just super fine
and never gets thicker? Now you can have the
hair you ALWAYS dreamed of! Bello Haven Hair
Extensions can add fullness and length to your
lovely locks! You will have more confidence and
feel absolutely gorgeous when you leave with
these extensions in your hair!

Come in for your consultation!
Let’s order your hair and set up your
installation appointment!
Read and review the consent form
and after care form.
Come in for your installation
appointment and leave feeling amazing!

Scheduled Maintenance
Mini Move Up - 4-6 weeks after installation
Regular Maintenance - 6 weeks after mini
move up appointment
Alternate between mini move up and regular
maintenance for every appointment.

Consultation

At your consultation we will discuss your dream hair goals! Whether it is length or
fullness or both we got you covered! We will also go over all maintenance, after care,
and cost. Then we will match your hair color and decide the best journey to take!

Hair Extensions Consent Form
Any cancellations within 24 hours or less of a scheduled appointment will be charged 50% of the scheduled
service.
I acknowledge that all hair extensions and products are non-refundable and I understand that there are no
exceptions.
I acknowledge that the service is final after the application. Any changes to style I want to achieve after
application will be charged accordingly and additionally.
I acknowledge that hair extensions are very sensitive and different from intact human hair. I have been
informed of the daily and regular maintenance procedure to keep my extensions in the best condition
possible.
I acknowledge that I have inspected and approved the hair extensions that are to be installed in my hair.
I acknowledge that colors that are out of stock can take from 2-8 weeks after consultation to become in
stock.
In the event that I decide not to keep the hair extensions, I acknowledge that I am fully responsible for the
total payment of services rendered. I also understand the explanations of the entire procedure and I am
aware that with proper care on my part they should remain in my hair for at least 12 weeks.
I also acknowledge that it is important to use products suggested by my stylist. Products including
shampoos, conditioners, sprays, dry shampoo, and oils must be safe for the extensions. If I use anything
other than Oribe or J Beverly Hills my extensions will not be guaranteed.

I have read this release form in its entirety and I voluntarily accept the
terms and conditions of the real ease by affixing my signature below, and
warrant that I fully understand it’s contents

Client Signature:_______________________________________ Date:_________________
Stylist Signature:_______________________________________ Date:_________________

Hair Extensions After Care

Now that you have that beautiful long thick hair you have always wanted, here are a few things
you need to know! Your new hair will last between 6-12 months. The exact time will depend on
you and how you care for them. Following the below guidelines will help to ensure that you get
the maximum usage of your extensions. It is very important to use proper products. I
recommend all Oribe products or the J Beverly Hills Platinum Line. DO NOT use cheap products
as they are not good for any type of hair. Regular maintenance appointments every 6-8 weeks
will keep your extensions looking their best. You must be prepared to spend a longer period of
time styling your hair now that you have hair extensions. They take more time and effort and
will need to be looked after correctly to prolong the life of your new hair. But I promise it is
worth the extra time and effort.

Regular Maintenance
Wash and condition your hair extensions as directed by your stylist with a moisturizing
shampoo or conditioner. Let the conditioner sit and soak into the extensions before
rinsing. To lock in moisture and to ensure your hair extensions are truly nourished, apply
a leave in conditioner after every time you wash it. Keep hair protected from heated tools
by using a heat protectant. Spray on both dry and wet hair extensions. To restore shine
and softness, gently comb through wet hair focusing on the length and the ends. Do this
with a wet and dry brush.
Brushing and Sleeping
The extensions are attached to your natural hair and therefore pulling them can result in
pulling out your natural hair. Start by brushing your hair from the bottom and then work
your way up slowly to the top. Please make sure you are using a professional extension
brush to avoid breakage and damage to your own hair. The Bello Haven Hair Extension
Brushes have been designed especially for all types of hair extensions. Never go to sleep
with wet hair and always make sure your extensions are completely dry to avoid tangling.
When sleeping, braid your hair extensions which also helps to avoid tangling and prevents
the cuticles from rubbing together.

Let me know if you have any questions!

